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ABSTRACT
Online social networks have attracted the attention from both the
academia and real world. In particular, the rich multimedia infor-
mation accumulated in recent years provides an easy and conve-
nient way for more active communication between people. This
offers an opportunity to research people’s behaviors and activities
based on those multimedia content. One emerging area is driven
by the fact that these massive multimedia data contain people’s
daily sentiments and opinions. However, existing sentiment analy-
sis typically focuses on textual information regardless of the visual
content, which may be as informative in expressing people’s sen-
timents and opinions. In this research, we attempt to analyze the
online sentiment changes of social media users using both the tex-
tual and visual content. Nowadays, social media networks such as
Twitter have become major platforms of information exchange and
communication between users, with tweets as the common infor-
mation carrier. As an old saying has it, an image is worth a thou-
sand words. The image tweet is a great example of multimodal
sentiment. In this research, we focus on sentiment analysis based
on visual and multimedia information analysis. We will review the
state-of-the-art in this topic. Several of our projects related to this
research area will also be discussed. Experimental results are in-
cluded to demonstrate and summarize our contributions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Online social networks are providing more and more convenient

services to their users. Today, social networks have grown to be one
of the most important sources for people to acquire information on
all aspects of their lives. Meanwhile, every online social network
user is a contributor to such large amounts of information. Online
users love to share their experiences and to express their opinions
on virtually all events and subjects.

Among the large amount of online user generated data, we are
particularly interested in people’s opinions or sentiments towards
specific topics and events. There have been studies on using online
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users’ sentiments to predict box-office revenues for movies, politi-
cal elections and economic indicators. These results have suggested
that online users’ opinions or sentiments are closely correlated with
our real-world activities. All of these results hinge on accurate es-
timation of people’s sentiments according to their online generated
content. Currently all of these studies only rely on sentiment anal-
ysis from textual content. However, multimedia content, including
images and videos, has become prevalent over all online social net-
works. Indeed, online social network providers are competing with
each other by providing easier access to their increasingly powerful
and diverse services.

A picture is worth a thousand words. People with different back-
grounds can easily understand the main content of an image or
video. Apart from the large amount of easily available visual con-
tent, today’s computational infrastructure is also much cheaper and
more powerful to make the analysis of computationally intensive
visual content analysis feasible. In this era of big data, it has been
shown that the integration of visual content can provide us more
reliable or complementary online social signals [12, 38].

On the other hand, images and text always come in pairs, which
is becoming increasingly prevalent in online social networks. In-
tuitively, we can alleviate the discussed challenges in visual senti-
ment analysis by the integration of textual knowledge, which has
been well studied.

To the best of our knowledge, little attention has been paid to the
sentiment analysis of visual content as well as multi-modality senti-
ment analysis. Only a few recent works attempted to predict visual
sentiment using features from images [26, 4, 3, 38] and videos [25].
Visual sentiment analysis is extremely challenging, as image sen-
timent involves a much higher level of abstraction and subjectivity
in the human recognition process [13], on top of a wide variety of
visual recognition tasks including object, scene, action and event
recognition. However, Convolutional Neural Networks [19, 8, 16]
have been proved to be very powerful in solving computer vision
related tasks. In addition, the successes of deep learning make the
understanding and jointly modeling of vision and language content
feasible. In the context of deep learning, many related publica-
tions have proposed novel models that address image and text si-
multaneously. Starting with matching images with word-level con-
cepts [9] and recently onto sentence-level descriptions [15, 27, 21,
22, 14], deep neural networks exhibit significant performance im-
provements on these tasks. These models have inspired the idea
of joint feature learning [29], semantic transfer [9] and design of
margin ranking loss [34].

Inspired by the recent advancement in deep learning, we are par-
ticularly interested in utilizing it to solve the challenging social
multimedia sentiment analysis. To that end, we address in this the-
sis proposal the following challenges: 1) how to learn with large
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scale weakly labeled training data, 2) how to generalize and ex-
tend the learned model across domains, 3) we propose novel multi-
modality models, which can integrate different modality features
for sentiment analysis, and 4) we demonstrate a recently collected
visual emotion dataset, which is publicly available for research pur-
pose.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review literature closely related to our study

on social multimedia sentiment analysis.

2.1 Single modality sentiment analysis
For sentiment analysis of online user generated textual content,

dictionaries based approaches [2, 10] have been widely used due
to its efficiency and simplicity. Very recently, distributed repre-
sentation of words started to attract research attention due to its
ability in learning robust features for words [24]. Le and Mikolov
[18] further proposed an approach to learn distributed representa-
tion for documents. They applied their document representations to
sentiment analysis and achieve the best performance over existing
competing algorithms.

There are also several recent works on visual sentiment analysis.
Siersdorfer et al. [26] is a machine learning algorithm to predict the
sentiment of images using pixel-level features. Motivated by the
fact that sentiment involves high-level abstraction, which may be
easier to explain by objects or attributes in images, both [3] and [38]
propose to employ visual entities or attributes as features for vi-
sual sentiment analysis. In [3], 1200 adjective noun pairs (ANP),
which may correspond to different levels of different emotions, are
extracted. These ANPs are used as queries to crawl images from
Flickr. Next, pixel-level features of images in each ANP are em-
ployed to train 1200 ANP detectors. The responses of these 1200
classifiers can then be considered as mid-level features for visual
sentiment analysis. The work in [38] employed a similar mecha-
nism of using scene attributes.

2.2 Joint visual and textual analysis
Computer vision and natural language processing are important

application domains of machine learning. Recently, deep learn-
ing has made significant advances in tasks related to both vision
and language [17]. Consequently, the task of higher-level seman-
tic understanding, such as machine translation [1], image aesthetic
analysis [20], and visual sentiment analysis [5, 35] have become
tractable. A more interesting and challenging task is to bridge the
semantic gap between vision and language, and thus help solve
more challenging problems.

Notably, automatic image captioning is widely studied [7, 32,
14], which more intimately connects visual content and language
semantics. In general, these models handle two primary tasks: 1)
how to represent image and text, and 2) how to learn the model
on top of visual and textual features. Indeed, Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNNs) [17] become the common approaches for ex-
tracting visual features. Meanwhile, multimodal semantic mapping
following a pairwise ranking loss is widely adopted for optimizing
joint visual and textual models. Different approaches, including se-
quential [22, 14] and tree-structured models [27, 21], are selected
to encode the text, among which Recurrent Neural Networks [30]
and Recursive Neural Networks [28] are particularly popular. How-
ever, there are only a few publications on analyzing sentiment using
both text and images, which are prevalent in user generated content.
Both [33] and [6] employed both text and images for sentiment
analysis, where late fusion is employed to combine the prediction

results of using n-gram textual features and mid-level visual fea-
tures [3].

Inspired by these studies on learning joint visual and textual
models. In this proposal, we are going to present two of our projects
on using deep learning for joint visual-textual sentiment analysis.

3. APPROACHES
In this section, we describe our proposed models for visual sen-

timent analysis as well as joint visual-textual sentiment analysis.
The proposed models intend to solve the discussed challenges in
social multimedia sentiment analysis.

3.1 Visual sentiment analysis with progressive
CNN

f(·)

PCNN

1) Input
2) CNN model

3) 4) Sampling

5) Fine-tune

6) PCNN model

Predict...

Figure 1: Progressive CNN (PCNN) for visual sentiment analy-
sis.

To train a convolutional neural network, we need a large amount
of high-quality labeled images. However, in visual sentiment anal-
ysis, this could be too challenging. It is difficult to collect such a
large and high quality image database. Part of the reason can be
attributed to the challenging nature of the task, which may lead in-
consistent opinions for different people. Thus, we work on weakly
labeled images. This can lead to the possibility that the neural
network can get stuck in a bad local optimum. This may lead to
poor generalizability of the trained neural network. But, the neu-
ral network is still able to correctly classify a large proportion of
the training instances. Therefore, our idea is to progressively se-
lect a subset of the training instances to reduce the impact of noisy
training instances. Figure 1 shows the overall flow of the proposed
progressive CNN (PCNN). We first train a CNN on Flickr images.
Next, we select training samples according to the prediction score
of the trained model on the training data itself. Instead of train-
ing from the beginning, we further fine-tune the trained model us-
ing these newly selected, and potentially cleaner training instances.
This fine-tuned model will be our final model for visual sentiment
analysis.

In particular, we employ a probabilistic sampling algorithm to
select the new training subset. Let si = (si1, si2) be the prediction
sentiment scores for the two classes of instance i. We choose to
remove the training instance i with probability pi given by Eqn.(1).

pi = max (0, 2− exp(|si1 − si2|)) (1)

When the difference between the predicted sentiment scores of one
training instance are large enough, this training instance will be
kept in the training set. Otherwise, the smaller the difference be-
tween the predicted sentiment scores become, the larger the proba-
bility of this instance being removed from the training set.

3.2 Joint visual-textual sentiment analysis
In this section, we present two of our proposed models on joint

visual-textual sentiment analysis. Cross-modality consistent re-
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gression focuses on enforcing task consistency between textual and
visual modalities. The second one focus on learning semantic map-
pings for visual and textual data.

3.2.1 Cross-modality consistent regression (CCR)
Our main idea is that the penalties between the predicted label

distributions of different modality features need to be taken into
consideration. To measure the penalty between any two different
predicted label distributions, we employ KL divergence. We define
D(p ‖ q) as the sum of KL divergence between two probability
distributions p and q.

The objective function is formulated in Eqn. (2). We denote by
xmi (for m ∈ {1, · · · ,M}) the m-th modality features of the i-
th instance and by xci the concatenated features from all the M
modality features of the i-th instance. Θ = {θc, θ1, · · · , θM} are
the parameters that needs to be learned.

min
Θ

∑
i

(D(yi ‖ pθc(xci )) +

M∑
m=1

γmD(pθc(xci ) ‖ pθm(xmi )))

(2)

Let pθ(xi) be the prediction function for the label distribution of xi
given the parameter vector θ. We use softmax function to evaluate
the probability distribution.

Cross-modality consistent 
regression

Sentiment prediction

Multi-modality Features

Distributed Paragraph Vector ModelConvolutional Neural Network Cross-modality Consistent Regression 
(CCR)

Extract Visual features Nearby word

Classifier

• • • 

Embedded Vector (Average)
...

Fine-tune CNN

Images D W W W

Figure 2: The framework for multi-modality sentiment analy-
sis. Left: We fine-tune a CNN visual sentiment analysis model.
Right: We train a distributed paragraph vector model to learn
textual features. Middle: The proposed CCR is trained on the
visual and textual features.

The first component of the objective function is the consistency
constraint between the ground-truth label and the predicted label
distribution using concatenated features. The last component con-
siders the predicted distribution consistency between each single
modality features and the concatenated features. In this way, we
hope that knowledge is propagated to each other to improve the
overall performance of the system.

There are two groups of parameters in our model, namely θc

and {θ1, θ2, · · · , θM}. In our implementation, we learn those two
groups of parameters iteratively. Specifically, in each iteration, the
learning algorithm will try to update the two groups of parameters
sequentially. Since, we built a large data set for our experiments,
we employ mini-batch L-BFGS to learn the parameters1.

3.2.2 Tree-structured LSTM for sentiment analysis
Different from CCR, which focuses on the output of the clas-

sifiers, we propose another framework trying to integrate their se-
mantic content. In particular, we utilize tree-structured LSTM (T-
LSTM), which is built on top of textual semantic parsing trees [31,
39]. Both of current studies build T-LSTM on text (single modal-
ity). We will generalize it to multimodality scenario where a pair
1When the whole data set can fit into the machine’s memory, it is
also possible to employ full-batch L-BFGS.

of sentence and image (tm, vm) are taken into account jointly. We
take the hidden state at the root node of the T-LSTM as the repre-
sentation for the sentence and image pair. Next, this representation
can be supplied as input to build a softmax classifier for sentiment
analysis.

To learn and establish the joint representation h[tm, vm] of a
given pair of sentence and image (tm, vm), we focus on the leaf
nodes, which directly accept textual words and visual representa-
tions as inputs. In particular, we want the leaf nodes of T-LSTM
to jointly accept both individual words and image regions and pro-
duce its output based on both inputs. Eventually, the root node of
the parsing tree will learn a joint embedding by receiving both the
visual and the textual information propagated structurally from the
leaf nodes. In such a way, we are able to integrate the visual infor-
mation into the tree-structures. We use a bilinear attention model
as the joint module to learn the alignments and produce the outputs
of leaf nodes simultaneously.

Semantic Embedding Learning Inspired by the recent successes
of deep visual-textual semantic embedding learning [14, 15, 21],
we incorporate the semantic learning task to pilot the learning of
attention model. Let (tm,vm) be a sentence and image pair, and vn

(randomly picked from the training set) be a contrasting image of
tm. We then use the previously introduced T-LSTM model with the
bilinear attention mechanism to encode both (tm,vm) and (tm,vn).
Next, the pairwise margin ranking function is optimized to learn
the semantic embedding:

L′(tm, vm, vn) = max (0, µ− g(h[tm, vm]) + g(h[tm, vn]))
(3)

where g(·) learns the embedding score given the hidden features
h[tm, vm] and h[tm, vn] from T-LSTM. This objective function
tries to make sure that the score defined by g(·) is at least greater
than µ for correct pair (tm, vm) compared to the contrastive pair
(tm, vn).

Similar to [21], we use a multi-layer perception (MLP) to learn
the score of each sentence and image pair given their hidden state.
In particular, we define g(·) as follows:

g(hi) = W e
2 (δ(W e

1 hi)) (4)

where W e
2 and W e

1 are the parameters of the MLP and δ(·) is the
activation function for the hidden state.

Multi-task Learning for Joint Sentiment Analysis Our model
can be trained by a simultaneous optimization of both the senti-
ment analysis and the embedding tasks. Figure 3 shows the overall
structure of the proposed model with the two tasks. The semantic
embedding learning task is implemented using a Siamese network,
where the parameters of T-LSTM (W1 in Figure 3) and the param-
eters of the scoring MLP (W2 in Figure 3) are shared. The loss of
one training image-sentence pair is the summation of the sentiment
classifier loss and the margin ranking loss (Eq.(3)). For each train-
ing pair (tm, vm), we randomly choose one image vn to make a
contrasting pair (tm, vn), which is also given as the input to the se-
mantic embedding module. We use a mini-batch gradient descent
algorithm with an adaptive learning rate to optimize the loss func-
tions.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For visual sentiment analysis, we mainly focus on Visual Senti-

ment Ontology2 dataset. In addition, we build several datasets for
joint visual-textual sentiment analysis. Two of them are crawled
from Flickr and Getty Images individually. They are weakly la-

2http://visual-sentiment-ontology.appspot.com
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Figure 3: A multi-task learning framework for jointly train-
ing the sentiment classifier as well as the semantic embedding.
(tm, vm) is the correct sentence and image pair and vn is a ran-
domly picked image from the training set.

belled. The third one is labelled by Amazon Mechanical Turks.
Details on the dataests can be found in our work [37].

4.1 Performance analysis
Visual sentiment analysis Table 1 shows the performance of

both CNN and PCNN on the 10% randomly chosen testing data.
PCNN outperformed CNN in terms of Precision, Recall, F1 and
Accuracy. Both algorithms show better performance than results
using lower-level and mid-level features (for more results see [35]).

Joint visual-textual sentiment analysis We compare the two
proposed joint models for sentiment analysis. The results of the
following baselines are also reported and analyzed. We also com-
pare with these baselines: 1) single visual model, 2) single textual
model, 3) early fusion and 4) late fusion. Due to the limit of space,
we only compare the performance on the Twitter testing dataset
for different algorithms. Table 2 summarizes the results. Both
CCR and T-LSTM have improved the performance for joint sen-
timent analysis. The authors [37] have indicated that they collect
the weak or noisy sentiment labels of the image tweets by analyzing
the Tweets text only using a rule-based classifier VADER [11]. It
is possible to generate overlap information with the parsing trees,
which may explain the significant performance improvements of
T-LSTM over previous models on this dataset.

Table 1: Performance on the Testing Dataset by CNN and
PCNN.

Algorithm Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
CNN 0.714 0.729 0.722 0.718
PCNN 0.759 0.826 0.791 0.781

4.2 Qualitative analysis of the results
Figure 4 shows two positive and negative examples for T-LSTM

Attention. This indicates that the auxiliary embedding learning task
helps the model to align words and image regions. Furthermore, the
sentiment analysis task allows the attention mechanism to focus

Table 2: Results of different T-LSTM variants and previously
reported results on the Twitter testing dataset.

Model Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Textual 0.746 0.693 0.727 0.722
Visual 0.584 0.561 0.573 0.553
Early Fusion 0.730 0.744 0.737 0.717
Late Fusion 0.634 0.610 0.622 0.604
CCR 0.831 0.805 0.818 0.809
T-LSTM Embedding 0.958 0.977 0.967 0.964

more on sentiment related regions. For instance, positive words
love in Figure 4(a) and sad in Figure 4(b) of the negative example.

(a) T-LSTM Attention (b) T-LSTM Attention

Figure 4: Visualization of attention on two examples with posi-
tive sentiment (left) and negative sentiment (right).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Social multimedia sentiment analysis is a challenging and inter-

esting problem. In this thesis proposal, we adopt deep learning to
solve this problem. We have designed a new architecture, as well
as new training strategies to overcome the noisy nature of the large-
scale training samples. We also present two frameworks for joint
visual-textual sentiment analysis. Both of which are trying to inte-
grate textual and visual information into a unified model. The ex-
perimental results suggest that convolutional neural networks that
are properly trained can outperform both classifiers that use prede-
fined low-level features or mid-level visual attributes for the highly
challenging problem of visual sentiment analysis. Meanwhile, ex-
perimental results have demonstrated that the proposed joint mod-
els have significantly improved the performance of joint textual-
visual sentiment analysis on several datasets. We hope our senti-
ment analysis results can encourage further research on online user
generated content.

Future work We think there are several topics to explore to fur-
ther promote the performance of machines on this task: 1) Local-
ized visual sentiment. A more interesting task is to automatically
identify the local regions of an image, which is mostly close to
visual sentiment. 2) Fine-grained sentiment. We have been fo-
cusing on a binary classification. The next step would be analyz-
ing the fine-grained sentiments. We have release a dataset on this
topic [36]. 3) Sentiment for bridging visual-textual gap. We believe
that the understanding of visual and textual sentiment will lead to
better visual-textual semantics, which is helpful for tasks such as
image captioning [23].
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